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ABSTRACT
India has a typical weather conditions consisting of various seasons and geographical conditions.Country
has extreme high temperatures at rajasthan desert, cold climate at Himalayas and heavy rainfall at
chirapunji. These extreme variations in temperatures make us to feel difficult in inferring / predictions of
weather effectively. It requires higher scientific techniques / methods like machine learning algorithms
applications for effective study and predictions of weather conditions. In this paper, we applied K-means
cluster algorithm for grouping similar data sets together and also applied J48 classification technique
along with linear regression analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Farming is the background of the economy; every person requires food for their survival. The
farmers must be helped, so that they will come to know which crop to grow under various
circumstances. Farming not only depends on manpower but also on various aspects like water,
type of soil, fertilizers used, climate etc. Our intention through this project is to guide the farmers
in choosing a crop[1,2,3,4] for cultivation that has the most productive yield thereby being
beneficial to them.
In this project, an attempt has been made to review the research studies on application of data
mining techniques in the field of agriculture [1, 2, and 3]. This project being a research oriented
one; we have analyzed data of various regions, read several papers for reference and implemented
suitable data mining techniques to achieve our goal of predicting the weather. Most of the
databases contain information that is accumulated for years. These databases can become
valuable information for analysts who use the data to perform various operations on data.
Analysis was done on the weather data sets using machine learning algorithms [4, 5, 6].
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It is important to remember that none of predictive techniques gives 100% accurate results. The
main aim of data mining is giving help in decision making, but the final decision is always after
you. A BI application gives you an interpretation of data, but it is important to remember that all
results you will obtain are an aid in decision making, and the final decision is always after you.
And that there is no technology that is able to give 100% accurate results.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Data mining, a branch of computer science, is the process of extracting patterns from large data
sets by combining methods from statistics and artificial intelligence with database management.
Data mining is seen as an increasingly important tool by modern business to transform data into
business intelligence giving an informational advantage. It is currently used in a wide range of
profiling practices, such as marketing, surveillance, fraud detection, and scientific discovery.
The related terms data dredging, data fishing and data snooping refer to the use of data mining
techniques to sample portions of the larger population data set that are (or may be) too small for
reliable statistical inferences to be made about the validity of any patterns discovered. These
techniques can, however, be used in the creation of new hypotheses to test against the larger data
populations.
If there is much irrelevant and redundant information present or noisy and unreliable data, then
knowledge discovery during the training phase is more difficult. Data preparation and filtering
steps can take considerable amount of processing time. Data preprocessing includes cleaning,
normalization, transformation, feature extraction and selection, etc. The product of data preprocessing is the final training set.
2.1.K-means Algorithm:
•

•

K-means clustering is a data mining/machine learning algorithm used to cluster
observations into groups of related observations without any prior knowledge of those
relationships.
The k-means algorithm is one of the simplest clustering techniques and it is commonly
used in medical imaging, biometrics and related fields.

2.2. Working of k means algorithm
1. Place K points into the space represented by the objects that are being clustered.
2. These points represent initial group centroids. Assign each object to the group that has
the closest centroid.
3. When all objects have been assigned, recalculate the positions of the K centroids.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the centroids no longer move. This produces a separation of
the objects into groups from which the metric to be minimized can be calculated.
2.3. Decision tree:
Decision tree learning uses a decision tree as a predictive model which maps observations about
an item to conclusions about the item's target value. More descriptive names for such tree models
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are classification trees or regression trees. In these tree structures, leaves represent class labels
and branches represent conjunctions of features that lead to those class labels.
In data mining, a decision tree describes data but not decisions; rather the resulting classification
tree can be an input for decision making. J48 are the improved versions of C4.5 algorithms or can
be called as optimized implementation of the C4.5. The output of J48 is the Decision tree. A
Decision tree is similar to the tree structure having root node, intermediate nodes and leaf node.
Each node in the tree consist a decision and that decision leads to our result. Decision tree divide
the input space of a data set into mutually exclusive areas, each area having a label, a value or an
action to describe its data points. Splitting criterion is used to calculate which attribute is the best
to split that portion tree of the training data that reaches a particular node.

3. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this we apply the data mining technique Kmeans cluster algorithm on the data set which was
modified in to suitable format from the raw format after preprocessing stage. After that J48
algorithm was applied on to it. Over that Regression techniques were applied.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED APPROACH
The data sets with min temperature was clustered and kept in a table 3.1 for further analysis.
From this table one can conclude that there are 5 clusters namely cluster0, cluster 1, cluster2,
cluster3 and cluster4.
Cluster0: The annual Min. temperature went up to 19.50C. There is temperature variation across
seasons i.e. it is low during winter (140C) and slowly raised to summer season (23.40C)and again
fallen down in rainy season(16.50C).
Same Phenomena has appeared in all the remaining clusters. There are low temperature values in
Annual, Jan-Feb, Mar-May, Jun-Sep and Oct-Dec duration in cluster2 and high in cluster4. The
minimum temperature is raising year by year but slight downfall in the duration 1960 – 1975 but
again rose after that duration. That means warming of earth is taking place year by year due to
many factors.
The data sets with max temperature was clustered and kept in a table 3.2 for further analysis.
From this table one can conclude that there are 5 clusters namely cluster0, cluster 1, cluster2,
cluster3 and cluster4.
Cluster0: The annual Max. temperature went up to 300c. There is a temperature variation across
seasons i.e. low during winter (250c) and raised to peak during Mar-May season (320c), downfall
starts from Jun-Sep season (310c) and further downfall starts in rainy season (280c). The mean of
max. temperature was raised from 1900 year to 2012. Same is the case happened across the
seasons Jan-Feb, Mar-May, Jun-Sep, Oct-Dec and also along annual. There are low temperature
values in Annual, Jan-Feb, Mar-May, Jun-Sep and Oct-Dec duration in cluster4 i.e. in the year
1905 and high in cluster0. The maximum temperature is increasing year by year and there is no
downfall except in 1920 -25 years during Jun-Sep. That means warming of earth is taking place
year by year due to many factors indicated by Annual- seasonal Max. Temperature data. The data
sets with mean temperature was clustered and kept in a table 3.3 for further analysis. From this
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table one can conclude that there are 5 clusters namely cluster0, cluster 1, cluster2, cluster3 and
cluster4.
Cluster0: The annual mean temperature went up to 240c. There is a temperature variation across
seasons i.e. it is it is low during winter (190C) and slowly raised to summer season (270C)and
again fallen down in rainy season(21.40C).
Same Phenomena has appeared in all the remaining clusters. There are low temperature values in
Annual, Jan-Feb, Mar-May, Jun-Sep and Oct-Dec duration in cluster1 and high in cluster 4.

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The mean temperature is raising year by year but slight downfall in the duration 1955 – 1965 but
again rose after that duration. That means warming of earth is taking place year by year due to
many factors. J48 algorithm was applied on that data set and constructed a decision tree which is
shown in Fig. 3.2. The graph represented below by Fig.3.1 was plotted with years along x-axis
and minimum temperature along y-axis.

Fig3.1: Annual and seasonal minimum temperature for the years 1900-2012
Annual and seasonal minimum (night) temperatures is averaged over the country as a whole for
the period 1901- 2012. It is based on the surface air temperature (i.e. 1.2 m above sea level) data
from more than 350 stations spread over the country. In this in year 1995 it is showing 20.3 as
highest min. temp and in 1975 lowest min. temp is 18.61. The regression trend line was drawn
with equation is a polynomial equation.
y = -3E-11x6 + 7E-09x5 - 4E-07x4 - 1E-05x3 + 0.001x2 - 0.025x + 19.36

We can predict the value of y based on required x value.
The mean temperature data set was classified under the classifier function called linear regression
and got the Linear Regression Model equation a
ANNUAL = -0.0002 * YEAR + 0.1732 * JAN-FEB + 0.2519 * MAR-MAY + 0.3064 * JUN-SEP +
0.2733 * OCT-DEC + 0.4846

By using this equation we can able to predict the Annual mean temperature based on year and
seasonal temperature values. Only based on year also we can predict the Annual Mean
temperature.
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ANNUAL = 0.0069 * YEAR +10.7018

Only based on year also we can predict the Annual Min temperature.
ANNUAL = 0.0025 * YEAR + 14.3979

Only based on year also we can predict the Annual Max temperature.
ANNUAL = 0.0116 * YEAR +6.394

6. FIGURES AND TABLES

Fig.3.2: J48 tree diagram Mean Temperature
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7. CONCLUSION
It is found that over 112 years of temperature data that temperature is increasing gradually i.e. there is
an indication of global warming taking place. Temperature in terms of min or max or mean
irrespective of it is increasing gradually and is found through k-means cluster analysis. The
predictions can be done using the linear regression line equations that are found in an effective
manner. The future scope of this is it can be extended to any huge data sets with various attributes
/parameters for effective analysis and accurate prediction.
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